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.Quality of life in endometrial cancer
survivors. Survivorship and quality of life

(QOL) are important measures for the
assessment of the efficacy of different

treatment strategies in cancer patients. Little is
known about QOL in endometrial cancer

patients after treatment is complete. A few
studies report, in very small and mostly

selected patient populations, that endometrial
cancer survivors face specific problems with

respect to physical and sexual functioning and
marriage and personal relationships. Future
longitudinal, randomized controlled studies

will be needed to assess the efficacy of various
approaches to cancer survivorship and to
improve the QOL of endometrial cancer

survivors.Tottenham Hotspur continued their
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heated pursuit of Internazionale winger Luca
Toni and according to The Mirror, the Spurs

are closing in on the signing. Harry Redknapp,
the manager of the Spurs, is keen on adding

some more speed to the side and is reportedly
interested in Toni, who can play on the left and
the right. The Italian international is eager to

leave Inter and move to another European club
in order to play regular football but Tottenham

is now leading the race. The 26-year-old has
been a fringe player at Inter and has suffered

with injuries and poor form. If he joins
Tottenham it will be his seventh different club.
Toni is though is represented by iconic agent
Mino Raiola, who helped Cristiano Ronaldo

move to Inter to help save his career and
future. Do YOU want to write for

GiveMeSport? Get started today by signing-up
and submitting an article HERE: Report author
of article DISCLAIMER This article has been
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written by a member of the GiveMeSport
Writing Academy and does not represent the

views of GiveMeSport.com or
SportsNewMedia. The views and opinions

expressed are solely that of the author credited
at the top of this article. GiveMeSport.com

and SportsNewMedia do not take any
responsibility for the content of its

contributors. Want more content like this?
Like our GiveMeSport Facebook Page and you

will get this directly to you.Welcome to the
Design Your Dining Table Guide The best and

worst thing that I learned during my time in
the restaurant business was that I was sooo out

of touch with customers and the average
American. I am not a table top person. I hate
it. What makes dining uncomfortable? It is a
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